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the first minimum, 22° to 23°. Substituting this value of the angular radius of the first minimum in the equation, explained above,
sin 0 = (n + 0.22)^
2iQ
and letting X = 0.000571 mm., it appears that the diameter of the dust particles, assumed either spheres or circular disks of approximately uniform size, that produced this peculiar corona is given by the equation
0       1 00 0.000571 mm. 2a = 1.22 ~^^W
= 0.00182 mm. about.
Glory or Brocken-bow.—When favorably situated, one occasionally may see rings of colored light around the shadow of his own head as cast upon a neighboring fog bank or cloud. This phenomenon, to which several names have been given—glory, Brocken-bow, Brocken-specter, mountain-specter—is produced by the primary " scattering" of the incident light by the directly illuminated droplets of the cloud or fog bank.1 In the case of a water droplet of fog or cloud size, some light is reflected by the outer surface, but this is feeble, due both to imperfect reflection and wide divergence. Another portion enters the drop, and, after one internal reflection, returns in the form of a cusped wave front cap symmetrical about the line of incidence, as shown in Fig. 174. Furthermore, the forward and rear portions of the cusp, due to such a droplet, are too close together to produce interference, and the effect at any given point of the whole, virtually spherical, cap can be obtained by the Huyghens method, just as the direct corona is computed from circular sections of a flat wave front; or, more exactly, as Ray has done, by laboriously computing the total effect of all the light, no matter how dispersed by the drop, according to the electromagnetic theory.
Heiligenschein.—It is interesting to observe (and reason why) the luminous, white corona one may see on a bedewed lawn close around and glorifying the shadow of his own head, and none but his own. The explanation is very simple. As a little geometric consideration will show, the light reflected from the outer surface of a dewdrop is brightest directly back along the line of incidence and falls off rapidly as its deviation from that line increases, while that internally reflected is bright only far off in the rainbow direction. Hence, to any given observer, the drops rapidly increase in brightness, due to external reflection, as the shadow of his own head is approached and none other. His head, and his only, is to him, and to him only, crowned with a glory.
1 RAY, B,, Proc, Ind. Assn. for the Cultivation of Science, 8; Pt. 1, 1923.

